SAMPLE ANNOTATED REFERENCE LIST (APA)

Below is a sample (with annotation) of sources I have cited in my published work on Caribbean language issues. This is what your annotated reference list should look like:


*(P106. B6813: The book explores Bourdieu’s theory of practice, explaining such seminal concepts as habitus, field and symbolic capital. The sections I found most relevant to my research were on pages 13-88.)*


*(LC3719. C37 (WIC) In this work Craig explores traditional definitions of language and dialect and develops his own typology for the language learning situation of the Creole child. He makes links with DeCamp, Hymes and Fishman who have all done related seminal work.)*


*(LA217. G654: The entire book documents research carried out in a sample of schools (USA) and examines four elements of classroom life which seem to have greatest impact on the ambience of the classroom.)*


*(This book was not available in the Mona Library but I was able to borrow it on Interlibrary Loan from the University of South Florida. Section 2 which examined Sociolinguistic Analysis was most useful.)*


*(P381. P3M83: The book is about the decline of linguistic heterogeneity and the costs of such declining and loss. Mühlhäusler traces the roots of the term ‘ecology of language’ to Haugen’s 1970 reading of a paper with that title and then explores the contemporary ramifications of language death and ecological matters across the world.)*